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1 General

With this new SSD Card / SSD HAT, in conjunction with an IDE/SATA adapter, the 

world of SATA SSD drives is wide open for the C64, getting closer and closer to a 

powerful PC, with all the components needed to make it happen.

 

2 SSD Card / SSD HAT
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2.1 Concept

The SSD Card / SSD HAT is designed so that it can be put into operation with as little

operating and configuration effort as possible. For this purpose, the number and 

position of the individual components were sounded out by the previous prototype 

and then optimized. 

2.2 Controls / Displays

The configuration controls like switches and buttons are located on the upper left. 

The signaling elements, the LEDs for the operating voltage and for the disk activity 

behave just like you know it from the old 1541 floppy drive. 

2.3 IDE connectors and IDE controller cards

In the middle is the IDE connector strip, which is listed twice, since different IDE 

controllers sometimes have the notch in the middle at the bottom and sometimes at 

the top. So you can choose the right IDE connector yourself, depending on which 

controller you want to use.

     IDE/SATA Controller                                         IDE CF-Card Controller
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3 SSD Drive

3.1 Capacity

Currently, SSD drives with up to 128 GB can be used. Larger SSD drives are 

currently not supported. This should be taken into account when buying and 

commissioning the device. 

3.2 Formatting

The SSD drive should be formatted with an MBR boot sector, and with FAT32 format.

This saves the use of the C64 program "C-NLQ-PAR&FOR232".
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4 Preparations 

4.1 D64 Disk for Pi1541

One possibility is to use a Pi1541 drive, so the D64 file, which contains all necessary

C64 programs, can simply be copied to  the SDCard of  the Pi1541 drive and be

selected  there  comfortably.  This  eliminates  the  cumbersome transfer  of  the  C64

programs to a real 5 ¼ floppy disk.

4.2 Single PRG’s for uSTARTCart64

The other possibility is to use a C64 Module like the uSTARTCart64 which can load

and start PRG on the C64 directly by copying the PRG files to the SDCard.

4.3 SSD Card / SSD HAT with IDE/SATA Controller

Now the SSD  Card / SSD HAT should be equipped with an IDE/SATA Controller.

Don't  forget  to  connect  the power supply  cable  to  the  IDE/SATA controller.  Then

connect  the  SSD drive to  the  IDE/SATA controller  and to  the  power  supply.  The

IDE/SATA controller should be set to MASTER and "IDE→ SATA". 
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5 Important notes before commissioning

First the switch  "HOLD RESET ATMEGA"  should be set to „ON“ and the switch

"FLASH MODE"  to "OFF". This prevents the pins of the ATMEGA which are also

connected to the serial port of the C64 from causing damage to the C64 by a pin of

the ATMEGA which is in the "OUTPUT" state.

Also check if all cables are plugged in, including the serial floppy cable that has to be

plugged between the C64 and the SSD card.
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6 Use NLQ PRG  with uSTARTCart64

The following files should be copied to the SDCard of the uSTARTCart64 module:

„C-NLQ-FLASHER535.prg“

„C-NLQ-CAL&CON271.prg“

„C-NLQ-PAR&FOR232.prg“

6.1 Flashing the firmware

• Start the  C-NLQ-FLASHER535.prg from the uSTARTCart64

• The "HOLD RESET ATMEGA" switch must be set to "OFF" and after about 1

second back to "ON".

• Now set the "FLASH MODE" switch to "ON", then press the "RETURN" key

on the C64 keyboard. 

• Confirm the question "Do you want to continue with chip erase and flashing"

with the "Y" key on the C64 keyboard.

• Now press the "C"  key on the C64 keyboard to  erase the EEPROM. The

firmware will be transferred to the ATMega1284.

• Then  set  "FLASH  MODE"  to  "OFF"  and  "HOLD  RESET  ATMEGA"  to

"OFF".
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7 Use NLQ-SSD.D64 with Pi1541

In the following we talk about a NLQ-SSD.D64. This contains at least the following 

files:

„C-NLQ-FLASHER535“

„C-NLQ-CAL&CON271“

„C-NLQ-PAR&FOR232“

„NLQ-FLASHR-ML0055“

„NH4LITE0.BIN“

The orignal disk "NLQHD-057-LITE.D64" inside the "ajnnh057" folder did not work

during tests, because the "-------------- DEL" lines caused a program crash, and the

BIN file could not be selected/loaded. Therefore it is better to create an own D64 file

and name it NLQ-SSD.D64.
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7.1 Flashing the firmware

• The  FP64  browser  started  on  the  Pi1541 should  navigate  to  the  "NLQ-

SSD.d64" DISK and open the disk, but no program should be started, but the

FB64 browser should be left with the C64 key "Q". This is due to the fact that

a file is loaded from disk before flashing.

• Now the table of  contents of  the disk is  loaded with  LOAD "$",8 and the

Flasher PRG "C-NLQ-FLASHER535" is started. 

• Now "INSERT DISK" appears (a file is reloaded in the background), please

wait shortly.

• After that, the start screen of the Flasher is displayed. Next is the selection of

the BIN file, which you start with the "RETURN" key.

• Then press the "A" key on the C64 keyboard to load the BIN "nh4lite0.bin" file

into the memory of the C64.

Once the BIN file is loaded the "HOLD RESET ATMEGA" switch must be set

to "OFF" and after about 1 second back to "ON".

• Now set the "FLASH MODE" switch to "ON", then press the "RETURN" key

on the C64 keyboard. 

• Confirm the question "Do you want to continue with chip erase and flashing"

with the "Y" key on the C64 keyboard.

• Now press the "C"  key on the C64 keyboard to  erase the EEPROM. The

firmware will be transferred to the ATMega1284.

• Then  set  "FLASH  MODE"  to  "OFF"  and  "HOLD  RESET  ATMEGA"  to

"OFF".
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8 Firmware/EEPROM configuration

Next load the PRG "C-NLQ-CAL&CON271" from the NLQ-SSD.d64.

After the start you can press "N" for NTSC or "P" for PAL, depending on the video

format of the C64 you are using.

Confirm the question "Do you use a NLQHD-lite hardware?" with "Y"

Afterwards the menu appears and with the  key "E" the EEPROM configuration is

done (press „Y“):

Keys to press:

Calibration-Byte Values:   1 1 1 1 0 „1“ „N“

Auto-Repair Flag Values: 170 170 170 170 0 „N“

Debug Mode Values: 242 242 242 242 0 „N“

Waiting Loop Time Values: 255 255 255 255 0 „N“

Hardware Type Values: 32 32 32 32 0 „Y“ „4“ „Y“ „N“

32 32 32 32 0

File Extension Values: 5 5 5 5 0 „Y“ „5“ „N“

CBM / Jiffydos Flag Values: 0 0 0 0 0 „Y“ „C“ „N“

Emulated Device Values: 126 126 126 126 0 „Y“ „E“ „30“ „N“

        (IDE-HD) 0 0 0 0 0

Finally, use "C" ("COPY") to write the data to the EEPROM.
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The renewed question for "Do you use a NLQHD-lite hardware?" Confirm with "Y"

and then "Q" for QUIT to end the program.

The SSD hardware is now ready for use. 

IMPORTANT: Switch off the C64 and also disconnect the power supply to the 

SSD drive. Afterwards power everything up again. 

What's next?

If the SSD already has a MBR bootsector, and is formatted with FAT32, LOAD"$",30 

should read the table of contents of the SSD and then show "Ready". 

If this is not the case, continue with the C64 program 

"C-NLQ-PAR&FOR232".
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9 SSD partitioning and formatting with C64 PRG

If the table of contents of the SSD cannot be loaded via the C64 with LOAD "$",30

the C64 program "C-NLQ-PAR&FOR232" should now be started.

The sequence: 

Press key "1

Press key "A"  (device number 30)

Press key "Y" ("do you use a NLQHD-lite hardware?")

If there is a partition, press "D" ("Delete Partition")

Press key "C"  ("Create FAT32 Partition")

Press key "O" for Ok

Now the SSD is set up. This takes 1-2 minutes depending on the size of the SSD.

Press key "Q" for Quit

The SSD is now ready for use and should read the table of contents of the SSD with

LOAD"$",30 and then show Ready. 
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